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Fluorescent Microplastic Uptake by
Immune Cells of Atlantic Salmon
(Salmo salar L.)
Isabel S. Abihssira-García*, Youngjin Park, Viswanath Kiron and Pål A. Olsvik
Faculty of Biosciences and Aquaculture, Nord University, Bodø, Norway
The ubiquitous presence of microplastics and their marine ecotoxicity are major public
concerns. Microplastics are ingested accidentally by the marine fauna or are taken up
indirectly through the food chain. These particles can accumulate in cells and tissues and
affect the normal biological functions of organisms, including their defense mechanisms.
There is limited information available about the response of immune cells to microplastics;
the degree of uptake by the cells, the response of different organs or the impact of
environmental concentrations of microplastic are matters that remain unclear. Moreover,
very little is known about the toxicity of different polymer types. This study aimed to shed
light on the physical impact of small microplastics (1–5µm) on cells from Atlantic salmon.
Immune cells from intestine, blood, and head kidney were exposed to green fluorescent
polyethylene microplastic (PE-MP), yellow fluorescent polystyrene microplastic (PS-MP)
and both. High (50 mg/L), medium (5 mg/L), and low (0.05 mg/L) concentrations
were tested for 1, 24, 48, and 72 h to study cell mortality and microplastic uptake.
Quantitative data of microplastic uptake by fish immune cells were obtained for the first
time by imaging flow cytometry. Salmon immune cells showed a relatively low ability
to phagocytose microplastics. Less than 6% of the cells ingested the particles after
48 h of exposure to high concentrations. Cells also phagocytosed microplastics at low
concentrations although at low rates (<0.1%). PE-MPs was phagocytosed by higher
percentage of cells compared to PS-MPs and the former bioaccumulated in time while
the latter decreased over time. However, each cell generally phagocytosedmore PS-MPs
particles than PE-MPs. Cells from different tissues showed different responses to the
microplastic polymers. In conclusion, this study shows that immune cells of Atlantic
salmon can phagocytose microplastics, and the impact is dependent on the microplastic
type. PE-MPs, the most abundant polymer in the oceans and a widely used plastic in
salmon aquaculture, was more easily taken up than PS-MPs. Furthermore, the study
demonstrates how imaging flow cytometry can be applied in microplastics research.
Keywords: microplastic (MP), ecotoxicology, phagocytosis, imaging flow cytometry (IFC), Atlantic salmon (Salmo
salar L.), polystyrene (PS), polyethylene (PE), immune cells
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT |
INTRODUCTION
The increasing presence of microplastics (MPs) in the marine
environment is of global concern. MPs are defined as plastic
particles smaller than 5mm (Arthur et al., 2009), although it
has been recently proposed to redefine the limits of MPs to
1 to <1,000µm to fit the SI nomenclature and for a better
consensus among scientists (Hartmann et al., 2019). MPs in
the marine environment mainly come from the degradation
and fragmentation of different plastic items (GESAMP, 2015),
resulting in rough and irregular shaped particles (Choi et al.,
2018). Plastic debrismainly consist of fossil fuel-derived synthetic
polymers, which can be classified into thermoplastic and
thermoset (UNEP, 2016). Thermoplastic polymers are the most
abundant plastic types found in the marine environment; a
study conducted in 2014 found that almost half of the MPs
collected in the North Atlantic ocean was polyethylene (PE)
and polypropylene (PP) (Enders et al., 2015). Similarly, a study
carried out in 2015 found that PE accounted for 73% of the small
MPs (20–999µm) collected in the North Atlantic Subtropical
Gyre, followed by PP, PVC, and PS (Ter Halle et al., 2017). Other
synthetic polymers such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
and polyamides (PA) are also widely detected in the marine
environment (Suaria et al., 2016; Erni-Cassola et al., 2019).
MPs are ingested by a wide range of marine organisms
(Lusher et al., 2017b; Alimba and Faggio, 2019). Particles can
accumulate in the digestive tract of animals and affect, among
other parameters, their behavior, growth and survival (VonMoos
et al., 2012; Choi et al., 2018; Foley et al., 2018; Assas et al., 2020).
For example, a 7-days exposure of zebrafish (Danio rerio) to 5µm
PS-MPs resulted in their accumulation in the gills, liver, and
gut of the fish, leading to increased oxidative stress; underlining
the potential toxic effect of the MP (Lu et al., 2016). A few
studies have documented that fine MPs can adhere to tissues
[for example fish skin] and translocate across living cells into the
circulatory system, dispersing the particles to other organs (Wang
et al., 2020) and impacting the health of the cells and the immune
system of the organisms (Wright and Kelly, 2017). Small MPs
(<3µm) have been found in both the digestive tract and muscles
of painted comber (Serranus scriba) fish collected in the coast
of Tunisia (Zitouni et al., 2020). MPs can affect several immune
parameters such as the phagocytic activity, respiratory burst and
the expression of immune-related genes in fishes (Espinosa et al.,
2017; Choi et al., 2018). Therefore, it is important to study
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the impact of MPs on fish immune cells. An important aspect
to consider when studying the toxicity of microplastics is the
polymer type. The type of polymers ingested by an organism
depends on its ecological niche. Pelagic fish tend to ingest low-
density polymers since they normally float in seawater, while
demersal fish preferably ingest polymers with higher densities
than seawater as such particles sink and are mainly present in
deep waters (Bråte et al., 2017). A few studies have reported
that different MP polymers induce different toxicities in fish. A
study on fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas) showed that
both PS and PC nanoparticle aggregates (41 nm−1,710µm)
induced degranulation of primary granules of neutrophils,
but only PC nanoparticles affected the oxidative burst of the
cells (Greven et al., 2016). PVC-MP and PE-MP (40–150µm)
induced different responses in gilthead seabream (Sparus aurata)
and European sea bass (Dicentrarchus labrax); while PVC-
MPs decreased the phagocytic capacity of leucocytes, high
concentrations (100 mg/ml) of PE-MPs significantly increased
oxidative stress (Espinosa et al., 2018). In zebrafish, 10 days of
exposure to 10 mg/L of PP-MP decreased the survival rate of
the fish by 27%, while exposure to the same concentration of
PA-MP, PE-MP, PVC-MP, and PS-MP (70µm) did not affect
survival (Lei et al., 2018). Recently, a study on Japanese medaka
(Oryzias latipes) showed that environmental concentrations of
a mixture of virgin PE-MP and PP-MP (∼400µm in size)
affected development and behavior of the larvae. After 30 days
of exposure to the plastic mixture, fish had a higher head/body
length ratio than the control group, and their swimming speed
was also affected (Pannetier et al., 2020). These findings highlight
the need to study polymer-specific impacts on fish immunity.
Even though publications related to MP accumulation in fish
and invertebrates have increased considerably since 2010 (Lusher
et al., 2017b), research into how MPs affect living organisms
is still in its infancy, and many questions remain unanswered.
For instance, the effects of various types of polymers, the degree
of uptake of MP by immune cells, the response of different
tissues and organs to MP, and the response of the organisms
to environmentally relevant concentrations of MPs, have to be
delineated through further research.
In this work, we studied the impact of two MPs, PE and
PS, on Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar L.), the commercially most
important farmed marine fish species (FAO, 2018). A recent
study revealed that PE accounted for ∼40% of the MPs ingested
by five fish species from the North and Baltic Sea (Rummel et al.,
2016). Moreover, marine litter in Arctic, North Atlantic, North
Sea, Skagerrak, and Baltic Sea is dominated by PS plastic (Strand
et al., 2015). In addition, the weathering of plastic equipment
used in aquaculture, such as cage floats or feed pipes that are
mainly made of PE, is littering the marine environment (Lusher
et al., 2017a). Hence, it is important to understand how Atlantic
salmon, a farmed species that is produced mainly in open sea
cages, is affected by PE and PS. We examined the physical impact
of MPs in terms of uptake by cells. For this purpose, immune cells
from three tissues, distal intestine (DI), blood, and head kidney
(HK), were exposed to two types of polymers, PE-MP and PS-
MP; either to each polymer singly or to a combination of the
two, at three concentrations (50, 5, and 0.05 mg/L) for 1, 24, 48,
and 72 h. The DI is the main entry point of MPs in the body,
and blood cells can act as vehicles to carry MPs to other organs
(Ding et al., 2018). The HK is one of the main organs where
the hematopoiesis occurs and it is considered as a lymphoid
organ, where immune cells are produced (Zapata et al., 2006;
Whyte, 2007). After the exposure of leucocytes to the MPs, the
mortality of the salmon immune cells as well as their phagocytic
ability and capacity to ingest MP were determined by employing
imaging flow cytometry. The present study sheds light on (1) the
quantitative uptake of MPs by fish immune cells, (2) the response
of immune cells exposed to two different polymers, (3) the effect
of relatively low MP concentrations on immune cells, and (4) the
organ-specific response of immune cells to MP exposure.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Microplastics and Reagents for Cell
Studies
PS (2.1 ± 0.12µm) and PE (1–5µm) microspheres, were
acquired from Magsphere Inc. (California, USA) and Cospheric
(California, USA), respectively. PS-MPs had a more uniform
sphericity than PE-MPs. The agglomeration rate of PS
particles was 2.04 ± 2.12%, and of PE particles, 3.22 ±
1.32% (Supplementary File 1). In order to distinguish the two
polymers, we obtained PS-MPs and PE-MPs that emit yellow and
green fluorescence, respectively. For the exposure studies with
each polymer, stock solutions (2.5 g/L, 250 mg/L, and 2.5 mg/L)
were prepared prior to the experiments.
Leibovitz’s L-15 Medium (L-15) (Sigma, Oslo, Norway),
employed for cell isolation, was adjusted to a pH of 7.3 and
osmolarity of 380 mOsm by adding a solution consisting of 5%
(v/v) 0.41M NaCl, 0.33M NaHCO3, and 0.66 (w/v) D-glucose,
and supplemented with 100µg/mL gentamicin sulfate (Sigma),
2mM L-glutamine (Sigma), 15mM HEPES (Sigma), and 50
U/mL penicillin, 50µg/mL streptomycin (Sigma). An enriched
L-15 medium supplemented with 2% fetal bovine serum and
10 U/mL heparin (L-15+) was used to isolate and culture the
cells from DI, blood and HK tissues. Percoll solutions (Sigma)
adjusted to 380 mOsm by adding NaCl were also prepared for
the cell isolation process. DTT (0.145 mg/mL dithiothreitol +
0.37 mg/mL EDTA in Ca2+ &Mg2+ free HBSS, Sigma), DNAse I
(0.05 mg/mL; Sigma) and digestive (0.37mg collagenase IV/mL
washing medium, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Oslo, Norway)
solutions were employed to extract cells from the DI.
Leucocyte Harvesting From Atlantic
Salmon
Atlantic salmon smolts (60 g) were procured from Sundsfjord
Smolt, Nygårdsjøen, Norway and transferred to the Research
Station of Nord University, Bodø, Norway. The fish were
maintained in a seawater flow-through system (7–8◦C) and
fed on commercial feeds (Skretting AS, Stavanger, Norway) for
several months. Fish in the size range 500–800 g were then
employed for the study. The selected fish were starved for 24 h
and euthanized with an overdose of MS-222 (Tricaine methane
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sulphonate; Argent Chemical Laboratories, Redmond, USA; 160
mg/L) prior to cell extraction.
Immune cells from DI, blood and HK tissues were extracted
as described by Attaya et al. (2018), Haugland et al. (2012), and
Park et al. (2020), respectively, with some minor modifications.
Briefly, 2mL of blood from each individual was withdrawn
with a heparinized syringe and mixed in 6mL of L-15+. HK
was dissected and placed in 4mL of L-15+, and the cells were
harvested by passing the tissue through a 40µm cell strainer and
washing twice with L-15+ by centrifugation (500 × g, 5min,
4◦C). The monocytes/macrophages from both the blood and the
HK cell suspensions were then separated using Percoll 34/51%
(by centrifugation; 500 × g, 30min, 4◦C) and then washed twice
with L-15 by centrifugation (500 × g, 5min, 4◦C). The resulting
cell layer was carefully collected and transferred to a petri dish
for a 2-day incubation at 12◦C to allow the macrophage-like
cells to adhere. Thereafter, the supernatant was removed and
the adherent cells on the petri dish were detached with ice-cold
PBS supplemented with 5mM EDTA. The collected cells were
centrifuged (500× g, 5min, 4◦C) and employed for the exposure
experiment. As for the DI tissue, it was dissected out, washed
with 1x PBS, and then incubated in 6mL of DTT solution for
20min at RT in order to remove as much mucus as possible. The
tissue was washed with L-15+ supplemented with DNAse I to
avoid cell clumping and remove excess DTT. The tissue fragment
was then transferred into 6mL of the digestive solution and
placed on a shaking incubator (200 rpm) for 60min at RT. The
tissue and supernatant were then harvested by passing through a
100µm cell strainer and the resulting cell suspension was washed
twice with L-15+ by centrifugation (500 × g, 5min, 4◦C) and
layered on a Percoll solution of 25/75%. After centrifugation (500
× g, 30min, 4◦C), the leucocyte-rich Percoll intermediate layer
was collected, washed twice with L-15 by centrifugation (500 ×
g, 5min, 4◦C) and later used in the exposure experiment. For
the exposure study, cells from 36 individuals were employed
to prepare the 6 replicates of the experiment, each of which
consisted of a random pool of cells from six fish.
Exposure Experiment
To understand the polymer-specific response of salmon immune
cells, they were exposed to either PE-MP or PS-MP or a
mixture of both (PE+PS-MP). The treatment employing a
combination of PE-MP and PS-MP was selected to ascertain
the synergetic or antagonistic effect of the two polymers. Three
different concentrations of the polymer types were tested:
high (50 mg/L), medium (5 mg/L), and low (0.05 mg/L)
concentration. The low concentration was selected based on
the highest concentration of MP reported for the North Pacific
Gyre (California Current Ecosystem LTER and Goldstein, 2017).
However, this concentration does not reflect the environmental
concentration of the microplastic size used in this experiment
since mesh size used for the sampling was 333µm. The medium
and high concentrations were higher than the concentrations
found in the environment, but still lower than what is being
used in several MP exposure experiments. A negative control
(C), where cells were not exposed to MP, was also set up to
ascertain the viability of the cells. DI (0.2 × 106 cells/100 µL),
blood (0.5 × 106 cells/100 µL), and HK (0.5 × 106 cells/100
µL) cells were incubated in L-15+ along with the MPs at the
different concentrations mentioned above, and the tubes with
the cells were maintained at 12◦C on a rotator (Rotator PTR-60,
Grant-bio, Cambridge, IK) for 1, 24, 48, or 72 h. Six replicates per
treatment were employed for the study.
After the exposure, the cells were analyzed by
ImageStream R©X Mk II Imaging Flow Cytometer (Luminex
Corporation, Austin, TX, USA) as described by Park et al. (2020).
Briefly, cells were washed by centrifugation (500 × g, 5min,
4◦C), resuspended in 50 µL of 1x PBS, and 1 µL of propidium
iodide (PI, 1 mg/mL, Sigma) was added prior to loading the
sample in the imaging flow cytometer to assess the mortality. A
total of 30,000 images per sample were acquired with the 488 nm
argon-ion laser set up at 0.15mW to detectMP particles and dead
cells. Cell mortality, phagocytic ability and phagocytic capacity
were analyzed using IDEAS 6.1.822.0 software (Luminex) (Park
et al., 2020). Cell mortality was determined as the percentage of
cells with red fluorescence (stained by propidium iodide) among
the total cells. The phagocytosis assay, consisting of phagocytic
ability and phagocytic capacity, was used to study the uptake and
bioaccumulation of MPs in the immune cells. The phagocytic
ability was defined as the percentage of cells with MP particles
inside (i.e., cells with green fluorescence, yellow fluorescence,
or both). The phagocytic capacity was defined as the number
of MP particles ingested by each phagocytic cell, which were
detected by the function “spot count” of the IDEAS software.




i=1 i · Ci
n
· 100
Where Ci is the number of phagocytic cells with i phagocytosed
particles and n the total number of phagocytic cells. Cells with
surface binding particles were counted as phagocytic cells and
included in the phagocytic ability and capacity data analysis.
Surface binding is considered an early stage of the phagocytosis
since it triggers the physical exploration of the particle by the
extension of pseudopods by the cells, the intracellular signaling
and eventually the internalization of the particle (Underhill and
Goodridge, 2012).
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were done with the software RStudio 1.1.463.
Poisson regression models were fitted to the data on cell
mortality, phagocytic ability and phagocytic capacity. This
approach helped us to understand the relationship between the
response variable and the predictor variables. Data from each
tissue were analyzed separately and statistical differences were
considered significant at p < 0.05.
For the cell mortality (n = 6), two factor regressions were
carried out, considering Time (1, 24, 48, and 72 h) and Treatment
(C, PE-0.05, PE-5, PE-50, PS-0.05, PS-5, PS-50, PE+PS-0.05,
PE+PS-5, and PE+PS-50) as the predictor variables. The factors
Polymer type and Concentration were grouped into Treatment to
avoid incorrect comparisons. For both the phagocytic ability (n
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= 6) and phagocytic capacity (n = 6), three factor regressions
were carried out, considering Time (1, 24, and 48 h; 72 h was
excluded), Polymer type (PE-MP, PS-MP, and PE+PS-MP) and
Concentration (50, 5, and 0.05 mg/L) as the predictor variables.
For the DI data, the Concentration 0.05 mg/L was excluded from
both phagocytic ability and phagocytic capacity analyses due to
the fewer number of samples with phagocytic cells.
For all three response variables and for each tissue, several
Poisson regression models were fitted to detect the differences of
interest. For this purpose, one specific level of each factor was




Cell mortality was assessed to examine the response of
leucocytes to MPs, in terms of time, polymer type and MP
concentration. MP type or concentration was not found to have
a significant effect on cell mortality. On the other hand, time
affected the cell mortality significantly, based on the statistical
analyses described below (Figure 1; Supplementary File 2,
Supplementary Tables 1–3).
The mortality of DI cells increased significantly at 24 and 48 h
compared to 1 h (p < 0.05) in 90% of the cases, while only 40%
increased at 72 h compared to 1 h (p < 0.01). On the other hand,
mortality was higher at 72 h for blood and HK cells. In the case of
blood, mortality at 72 h was significantly higher in almost 50% of
the cases (p < 0.05), and 24 h was the timepoint with the lowest
mortality. For the HK cells, the mortality increased significantly
at 72 h compared to 1 and 24 h (p< 0.05) in 95% of the cases, and
at 48 h the mortality was significantly higher than 1 h (p < 0.05)
in 40% of the cases. Yet the mortality at this timepoint was still
lower than at 72 h.
Considering the general trend in mortality, the 72 h timepoint
was not considered for the subsequent studies.
Microplastic Uptake
Immune cells from all the three tissues (DI, blood, and HK)
of Atlantic salmon phagocytosed PE-MPs and PS-MPs of 1–
5µm in size (Figures 2–5). Phagocytosis was documented at
different concentrations including the lower MP concentration
(0.05 mg/L) (Figure 3). Single cells from blood and HK, but
not from DI, had the capacity to phagocytose both PE-MPs and
PS-MPs simultaneously (Figure 5).
Phagocytic Ability to PE-MP and PS-MP
The ability of immune cells from all three tissues to phagocytose
different MP polymer types is shown in Figures 3, 4. The cells
had higher phagocytic ability toward PE-MP than PS-MP, and in
some cases the values for the former MP were six times higher
than those observed for the latter polymer type. The phagocytic
ability was found to increase with the MP concentration. In
Figure 3, the phagocytic ability of the three concentrations at 48 h
is shown, the timepoint with most distinct differential responses.
Cells from all the three tissues presented higher MP uptake
when the concentration increased independently of the polymer
type; there were statistical differences for comparisons based on
concentrations at all timepoints and polymer types (p < 0.001)
(Supplementary File 2, Supplementary Tables 4–6).
The ability of DI immune cells to phagocytose MP varied with
the polymer type (Figures 4A,B). The phagocytic ability of cells
exposed to high andmedium concentrations of PS-MP decreased
significantly with time (p < 0.05; ∗ and • in Figures 4A,B). In
contrast, at high concentrations of PE-MPs and PE+PS-MPs the
phagocytic ability increased at 24 and 48 h compared to 1 h (p <
0.001; ∗ in Figure 4B). PE-MPs weremore phagocytosed than PS-
MPs by DI cells exposed to high and medium concentrations at
both 24 and 48 h (p < 0.001; a and b in Figures 4A,B). Similarly,
cells exposed to high andmedium concentrations of PE+PS-MPs
had higher phagocytic ability than those exposed to PS-MPs at
48 h (p < 0.001; a and b in Figures 4A,B).
The phagocytic ability of blood cells exposed to high
and medium concentrations of PE-MPs and PE+PS-MPs was
significantly higher than to PS-MPs at all three timepoints (p
< 0.001; a, b, and c in Figures 4C,D). However, differences
in the ability to phagocytose PE-MPs and PE+PS-MPs varied
depending on the concentration. Cells exposed to the medium
concentration of PE-MPs presented a higher phagocytic ability
than the mixture at all times (p < 0.05; a and b in Figure 4C).
Nevertheless, at 48 h, the phagocytic ability of cells exposed to
high concentrations of PE-MPs and PE+PS-MPs were similar
(a at 48 h in Figure 4D). Overall, the ability of blood immune
cells to phagocytose all the three polymer types increased at
24 and 48 h compared to 1 h (p < 0.05; ∗ in Figures 4C,D).
However, cells exposed to high and medium concentrations
of PS-MPs had less phagocytic cells at 48 h compared to 24 h
(p < 0.001).
The differences in the phagocytosis of different polymer
types by the HK immune cells were distinct as shown in
Figures 4E,F. The phagocytic ability of the cells exposed to
high and medium concentrations of PE-MPs was significantly
higher than those of PE+PS-MPs and PS-MPs at all times (p <
0.01; a, b, and c in Figures 4E,F). Moreover, low concentrations
of PE-MPs induced a significantly higher phagocytic ability
than PS-MPs (p < 0.05). Cells exposed to high and medium
concentrations of PE+PS-MPs showed a higher phagocytic
ability than those of cells exposed to PS-MPs (p < 0.001; b
and c in Figures 4E,F). Different trends in time depending
on the polymers were evident in HK cells (Figures 4E,F). The
phagocytic ability to PE-MPs increased significantly with time
after exposures to high and medium concentrations (p < 0.01;
∗ and • in Figures 4E,F). By contrast, the phagocytic ability to
medium and high concentrations of PS-MPs decreased with time
(p < 0.05; ∗ and • in Figures 4E,F). However, the phagocytic
ability of HK cells exposed to high concentrations of PE+PS-
MPs increased at 24 and 48 h (p < 0.001; ∗ in Figure 4F)
while that of the cells exposed to medium concentrations had
lower phagocytic ability after 48 h of exposure (p < 0.001; ∗•
in Figure 4E).
Overall, blood andHK cells had higher abilities to phagocytose
MP (Figure 3). HK cells exposed to 50 mg/L of PE-MPs were
found to have the highest phagocytic ability, observed at 48 h,
with an average value of 5.5% (SD 2.0). The highest ability to
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FIGURE 1 | Heatmaps showing the average mortality of (A) intestinal, (B) blood, and (C) HK cells at 1, 24, 48, and 72 h for each treatment group. Time is arranged
based on the decreasing level of mortality, from left to right. Cell treatments on the left of the map are color coded based on the polymer types: blue = control,
green = PE, yellow = PS, and red (PP) = PE + PS; and ordered by concentration (L = 0.05 mg/L, M = 5 mg/L, and H = 50 mg/L). The mortality is expressed as the
percentage of dead cells (cells with red fluorescence) from the total number of cells.
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FIGURE 2 | Phagocytosis of microplastics (MPs) by immune cells of Atlantic salmon. As shown in this figure, cells ingest MP (green fluorescent particle) by performing
the first steps of phagocytosis: detection and recognition of the MP (1), attachment of the cell to the MP by formation of pseudopods (2), and internalization of the MP
(3–5) (Esteban et al., 2015). The last steps of the phagocytosis, involved in the digestion of the particle, are not present due to the lack of specific pathways to degrade
plastic (Gewert et al., 2015). The collated images are from representative pictures of five different cells captured at different phagocytic stages. Cells are not to scale.
FIGURE 3 | Phagocytic ability of Atlantic salmon immune cells after 48 h of exposure to MP. The color codes for the three MP concentrations are: maroon (0.05
mg/L), blue (5 mg/L), and orange (50 mg/L). The boxplots represent the phagocytic ability of the cells exposed to the high MP concentration (50 mg/L) of PE (green),
PE + PS (red), and PS (yellow) at 48 h. Different letters above the box plots represent statistical differences in the ability of the cells from the same tissue to
phagocytose different polymers.
phagocytose PS-MPs was observed at 24 h in blood cells exposed
to 50 mg/L (1.9%, SD 1.0), and the highest ability to phagocytose
PE+PS-MPs was found at 48 h in blood cells exposed to the high
concentration (4.3%, SD 3.3). DI cells had the lowest phagocytic
ability among the three tissues; those exposed to 50 mg/L of PE-
MP had the highest phagocytic ability (2.0%, SD 1.6), at 24 h.
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FIGURE 4 | (A). Phagocytic ability of DI cells to microplastic (5 mg/L). (B). Phagocytic ability of DI cells to microplastic (50 mg/L). (C). Phagocytic ability of blood cells
to microplastic (5 mg/L). (D). Phagocytic ability of blood cells to microplastic (50 mg/L). (E) Phagocytic ability of HK cells to microplastic (5 mg/L). (F) Phagocytic ability
(Continued)
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FIGURE 4 | of HK cells to microplastic (50 mg/L). Phagocytic ability of DI (A,B), blood (C,D), and HK (E,F) cells exposed to the medium (left) and the high (right) MP
concentrations. The lines show the general MP accumulation trends in time. The color codes for the MPs are: PE (green), PS (yellow), and PE + PS (red). Different
letters above the lines represent statistical differences between polymer types at each time point. Asterisk and dot represent statistical differences between time points
of a polymer type; *shows that there are differences compared to 1 h and •shows that there are differences compared to 24 h.
FIGURE 5 | Phagocytic capacity of Atlantic salmon immune cells to ingest PE-MP, PS-MP, or both. The column names indicate the number of particles inside a cell.
“-” indicate the absence of cells that engulfed that number of particles. Cells were able to ingest up to five PE particles and up to eight PS particles, which translated
to a higher phagocytic capacity of the cells toward PS-MP. HK and blood cells were able to phagocytose two different polymer types at the same time (shown on 3rd
row, engulfed PE-MP and PS-MP), a fact proven for the first time in this study. Pictures were obtained by imaging flow cytometry from all tissues, timepoints, and MP
concentrations. Scale = 10µm.
Cells from all three tissues had a low degree of phagocytosis at
0.05 mg/L, the lower concentration of MP; few cells were able to
phagocytose MP (0.08% was the highest phagocytic ability).
Phagocytic Capacity to PE-MP and PS-MP
The phagocytic capacity (i.e., the number of particles ingested by
an immune cell) of Atlantic salmon to MP differed from tissue
to tissue (Supplementary File 2, Supplementary Tables 7–9). DI
immune cells had high phagocytic capacity to PE-MPs and
PE+PS-MPs as compared to PS-MPs after 48 h of exposure to
the highest MP concentration (p < 0.05). However, unlike the
phagocytic ability, the phagocytic capacity of DI cells was not
affected by the MP concentration.
Blood immune cells had higher phagocytic capacity to engulf
PE-MPs at 24 h, while it was at 48 h for the other MPs (p <
0.05). However, statistical differences in the phagocytic capacity
of blood cells to take up the different polymers were not evident,
although PS-MPs were, in average, more ingested than the other
MP types at both medium and high concentrations.
HK immune cells had the highest capacity to phagocytose
MPs. While more than 7 PS-MP particles were observed inside
these cells at 1 and 24 h of exposure, a maximum of five particles
were seen in cells exposed to PE-MP for 24 h (Figure 5). Yet,
the capacity of the cells to ingest the different MP polymer
types did not vary significantly. The phagocytic capacity of HK
cells increased with the MP concentration. Cells exposed to
high concentrations of PE-MPs and PE+PS-MPs had higher
phagocytic capacity than cells exposed to low concentrations at
all timepoints (p < 0.05), as well as cells exposed to the medium
concentration at 48 h (p < 0.05). However, HK cells exposed
to 50 mg/L of PS-MPs only showed high phagocytic activity as
compared to 0.05 and 5 mg/L at 1 and 24 h (p < 0.01).
DISCUSSION
The adverse effects of microplastics (MPs) on the immune
system of animals have been intensively studied in recent
years. Nevertheless, the physical response of cells to these small
particles is poorly understood. This study aimed to provide new
insights into the impact of MPs on the fish immune system
at the cellular level. For this purpose, Atlantic salmon immune
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cells from DI, blood and HK were exposed to high, medium
and low concentrations of PE-MPs, PS-MPs, and PE+PS-MPs
for 1, 24, 48, and 72 h. Here we report for the first-time
quantitative data on the accumulation of different MP polymer
types in fish leucocytes, analyzed by imaging flow cytometry.
The present study shows that Atlantic salmon immune cells
can phagocytose MPs, although to a relatively low degree.
Less than 6% of the cells exposed to high MP concentrations
phagocytosed them, and a maximum of 0.08% of cells was
found to phagocytose the MPs at low concentrations. The
concentration had a clear effect on the response of immune
cells exposed to MP, as observed in other organisms, including
humans (Kögel et al., 2019). Increased release of MPs into the
environment can therefore have more serious consequences than
previously thought.
From the results of the present study, it is clear that the
phagocytic ability and capacity of the cells from the different
tissues of salmon are influenced by the type of polymer to
which it is exposed. Overall, salmon immune cells had a higher
ability to phagocytose PE-MPs compared to PS-MPs. PE-MPs
bioaccumulated in the cells, while the number of cells with PS-
MPs decreased over time. This indicates that the cells are able to
discriminate the MP types, as discussed below. The decrease in
the ability of the cells to phagocytose PS-MPs may be attributed
to the process of exocytosis. Macrophages have been shown to
exocytose nanoparticles of different nature (Oh and Park, 2014).
In human cells, a time dependent exocytosis was observed, and
∼66% of the endocytosed nanoparticles were exocytosed after
48 h of exposure (Asharani et al., 2009). However, exocytosis of
particles, compared to endocytosis, is poorly understood and, to
our knowledge, no studies are found that report exocytosis of
MPs on fish. Nevertheless, a few recent studies have reported
the excretion of PS-MPs by living organisms. Accumulated PS
nanoparticles decreased after a few days of exposure of zebrafish
embryos and larvae to the particles (Pitt et al., 2018). The
authors suggested that 72 hpf larvae were able to excrete the
PS through the gastrointestinal tract. Japanese medaka exposed
to 10µm PS-MPs was reported to egest 0.5–2% of the ingested
microplastic per day (Zhu et al., 2020). Nevertheless, Japanese
medaka exposed for 3 weeks to 2µm PS-MPs still had significant
amounts of particles in their intestine (Assas et al., 2020). A
study carried out with Pacific oyster (Crassostrea gigas) found
that PS-MPs did not accumulate in the gut and that the organism
could egest these particles through the feces (Sussarellu et al.,
2016). The shape of the microbeads was suggested to be the
main factor determining the egestion of those particles by the
oyster, and could, in turn, explain the higher phagocytic ability
of the cells to PE-MPs than PS-MPs observed in this study. A
study carried out on rat macrophages found that shape is the
main factor regulating the phagocytosis, rather than the particle
size. Spherical particles were phagocytosed less successfully than
other shapes because the angle formed between the particle
and the cell in the initial contact () was bigger (Champion
and Mitragotri, 2006). The PS-MPs used in the present study
had a uniform shape, with more than 80% of the particles
showing a perfect sphericity, while the PE-MP particles were
more irregularly shaped, with only 25% of the particles being
spherical (Supplementary File 1). Hence, the higher ability of
the cells to phagocytose PE-MPs could potentially be due to their
lower compared to PS-MPs. This would also explain the similar
phagocytic response observed between cells exposed to PE+PS-
MPs and PE-MPs. Cells exposed to PE+PS-MPs phagocytosed
PE-MPs faster and more successfully than PS-MPs, relatively
masking the effect of the latter particles on the cells. This
hypothesis became evident after looking into the cells exposed
to PE+PS-MPs at 1 h and comparing the number of phagocytic
cells with internalized PE-MP with the ones with internalized
PS-MPs (Supplementary Figure). The roughness and shape are
hence important factors to consider when assessing the toxicity
of MPs, as it has also been reported in in vivo studies (Choi
et al., 2018). This is especially relevant since <1% of the MPs
found in marine waters are spherical (Isobe, 2016). The higher
phagocytic ability of the cells to PE-MPs could also be due to
the less uniform size of these particles (1–5µm) compared to the
PS-MPs (2.1µm). However, analyses of the images of the cells
with internalized PE-MPs did not reveal any evidence of cells
ingesting smaller particles (1µm) compared to larger particles
(5µm). Similarly, mice macrophages exposed to 1.2 and 5.2µm
PS-MPs did not show differences in the phagocytic ability to
these particles (Tomazic-Jezic et al., 2001). Nevertheless, the
authors found differences when they assessed the ability of bigger
particles (12.5µm). Another important factor to consider when
analyzing the results of the phagocytic ability is the number
of particles/L. The concentration of microplastic added to each
sample was calculated in mg/L, but since the density of PE and
PS is different, cells incubated with PE-MP were not exposed
to the same number of particles as cells exposed to PS-MP.
An estimation of the number of particles/L was done to assess
whether the higher phagocytic ability of the cells toward PE-MP
could be due to the higher number of particles/L. Our calculation
revealed that cells exposed to 50, 5, and 0.05 mg/L of PE-MP
were exposed to 4.8 × 109, 4.8 × 108, and 4.8 × 106 particles/L
respectively, while cells exposed to PS-MP were exposed to more
particles/L in comparison (1.75 × 1010, 1.75 × 109, and 1.75 ×
107, respectively). These results underline that cells had a higher
response to PE-MPs than to PS-MPs.
As for the phagocytic capacity, blood and HK cells generally
ingested more PS-MP particles than PE-MPs. The higher
phagocytic capacity of cells toward PS-MPs could be related to
the polarity of the polymer, as previously suggested for PS and
PC micro- and nanoparticles (Greven et al., 2016). PS tends to
become positively charged when it is in contact with water, while
PE is consider a non-polar polymer and its charges remain stable
(Albrecht et al., 2009). The positively charged PS have higher
ability to interact with the cells, stimulating its uptake by cells.
Positively charged particles show higher interaction with the cells
because of electrostatic attraction, given the negative charge of
the cell plasma membrane. Moreover, the binding of PS could
be associated to hydrogen bond formation between the charged
particles and the hydrophilic region of the phospholipids from
the plasma membrane, as suggested for cellulose (Bhattacharya
et al., 2010; Ma et al., 2017). Thus, the higher phagocytic capacity
of the cells toward the PS-MPs could partly be explained by the
polarity of the polymer.
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Immune cells from the three tissues responded differently to
MPs. Blood and HK cells showed a higher ability to phagocytose
MPs compared to DI cells (Figure 3). DI immune cells consisted
of different leucocytes, and not all of them were phagocytic. On
the other hand, the harvested adherent cells from blood and
HK were mainly monocytes/macrophages, the main phagocytic
cells composing the leucocytes along with the neutrophils
(Delves and Roitt, 2000). This abundance in macrophages
would explain the main difference in phagocytic ability observed
between tissues. However, in Atlantic salmon, the percentage
of monocytes/macrophages found in the leucocytes is only 10%
lower than the percentage of monocytes/macrophages found
in the adherent cells isolated with the protocol used in the
present study (Park et al., 2020). Hence, differences in the
phagocytic ability of cells from different tissues could also be
explained by the principle of organ-specific innate immunity.
This principle states that the activation of innate immunity differs
between different organs, which have specialized mechanisms
to achieve a more efficient response (Raz, 2007). The lower
ability of fish DI cells to phagocytose MPs could be a beneficial
adaptation to prevent or reduce the uptake of particles from
the food. Several fish species ingest and accumulate MPs in
the digestive tract (Bråte et al., 2017) as well as in several
other tissues, such as the gills, liver and even in the brain
(Ding et al., 2018). It has been suggested that MPs translocate
from the gut into the circulatory system in fish, which in turn
will transport them to other tissues and organs (Ding et al.,
2018; Wang et al., 2020). The present study provides new
understanding of the MP accumulation potential in Atlantic
salmon immune cells and sheds light on potential entry routes
for MP particles.
Cell mortality increased at 72 h in all the groups, including
the control group. Hence inferences about the cytotoxicity of
the MPs based on the mortality of the control group cannot
be drawn. Nevertheless, Figure 2 suggests that MP did not
induce any clear polymer- or concentration-dependent signs of
cytotoxicity in the studied salmon immune cells. A study on
gilthead seabream and European sea bass leucocytes reported
no decrease in viability of cells exposed to high concentrations
(1, 10, and 100 g/L) of PE-MP and PVC-MP for 1 and 24 h.
However, immune parameters such as respiratory burst and
phagocytic capacity of the cells were affected (Espinosa et al.,
2018). A sublethal effect of MP on fish immune cells was also
observed in fathead minnow, where exposure of neutrophils to
PS or PC micro- and nanoparticles induced cell degranulation
as well as oxidative burst activity (Greven et al., 2016). In the
present study, we used fluorescent-dyed MPs and therefore did
not measure any additional parameters other than cell mortality.
Earlier studies have shown that some fluorochromes can leach
and accumulate in tissues (Catarino et al., 2019), and influence
the superoxide production as well as other immune parameters
directly (De Clerck et al., 1994). Our focus was to understand
the physical impact of salmon immune cells to different types of
MP polymers, by assessing the phagocytic ability and capacity of
the cells.
In the present study, we found that MPs can impact
the immune cells of Atlantic salmon even at relatively low
concentrations and that different polymers can induce distinct
responses on the cells. Exposure of farmed salmon to MP can
have economic implications for this prime aquaculture industry
(FAO, 2018), especially if the MP particles act as vectors for
contaminants (Browne et al., 2013). Moreover, plastic is widely
used in aquaculture and MP released from sources such as
feeding pipes into the surrounding waters may potentially be
ingested by the farmed fish (Lusher et al., 2017a; Gomiero et al.,
2020). We found that PE-MP accumulates more easily than PS-
MP in the immune cells of the Atlantic salmon. PE is the most
abundant MP polymer in the marine environment (Enders et al.,
2015; Ter Halle et al., 2017; Erni-Cassola et al., 2019; Pannetier
et al., 2020) and, therefore, the most often ingested polymer by
fishes (Rummel et al., 2016; Bråte et al., 2017). Hence, the impact
of PE-MPs on wild populations of salmonid species cannot
be ignored.
CONCLUSION
The present study used an imaging flow cytometry approach
to understand how different MP polymers are taken up by
fish cells. This technique enabled us to prove for the first time
that a single cell can phagocytose two different microplastic
polymer types simultaneously. In conclusion, Atlantic salmon
immune cells isolated from different tissues phagocytosed
microplastic polymers, even at relatively low concentrations.
Polyethylene microparticles were more easily ingested than
polystyrene ones. With increasing amounts of plastic debris in
the marine environment, the study highlights how their uptake
into the tissues can lead to damaging effects on aquatic life.
The methodology adopted in the present study opens new
possibilities for observing the impact of micro and nanoplastic
on several species, including humans.
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